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ceremony publicly as with boys ? God save you ! No, he
replied, but the girls are dealt with in their tents by women
who know their business, and get a dollar or so for the job.
They are expert with the scissors, the razor and the needle,
which are all used for the operation. The Dawasir do not
practise female circumcision nor the townsfolk of Najd ; and
some of the northern tribes do, while others do not.
We were now marching over an ever-widening gravel plain
which seemed to undulate very slightly, while beyond it they
pointed out the dunes called Al Qasam, before reaching which
the desert surface sank to a shallow but well-marked de-
pression—more like a valley indeed than the Sahba had
seemed at our crossing of it, though its lowest point was
scarcely more than 20 feet below the banks on either side—
perhaps half a mile apart. You see this trough, volunteered
Suwid, it is a branch of the Sahba which leaves it in the
Summan about level with or further back than Haradh. We
call it Surr al Ma'id—the depression of the well-camel—for
once upon a time, they say, a party of men were grossing this
desert with some of their well-cattle, and one of the animals
died in this channel near where it forks off from the Sahba.
Therefore they called it Surr al Ma'id. My mind jumped to
an obvious inference, for the name solved the mystery of
Major Cheesman's * Saramid.' The channel appeared to be
completely blocked by a line of sand about a mile to the west,
while eastward it ran or seemed to run for some three miles to
the sands on that side. The surface of the bed was of light
gravel with a thin covering of sand, and the upward slope
southward was very gentle.
We now entered a broad belt of dunes as high as anything
we had encountered in all the breadth of Jafura behind us
and I admired the quickness of the Arabs in detecting and
avoiding the spots where the sand was deep and soft. Occa-
sionally there was no alternative to crossing narrow strips of
such character and it was interesting to see the camels fall
instinctively into single file so that those behind, treading in
the footsteps of their predecessors, might enjoy the advan-
tage of a beaten track. This belt of dunes, occasionally
interspersed with small patches of gravel and belts of good

